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What is up-selling?
Up-selling is simply providing your customer with the
opportunity to choose something that provides them with
a better experience and you with a higher margin.
The idea that up-selling is only about selling a customer
more, or selling something more expensive is misleading, and
focusing on this can ultimately lead you down the wrong path.
Selling for the sake of selling, does not fit with the philosophy
of good hospitality.
Always focus on the benefit to the customer, what’s in
it for them if they spend more?

The importance
of communication

93% of communication is non-verbal, 55% is body language.
Remember eye contact, open gestures and make guests feel like
you are welcoming them to your home. The key to good service, and
good up-selling, is to make people feel at home. Make sure they have
a sense they could be anywhere in the world. Enjoying an evening
out, is a customer’s escape from everyday life – the hard sell, will
just leave a bad taste in the mouth.
Effective up-selling is about
communication and understanding. The
first step should always be a solid base
of knowledge about your outlets offer.
Product knowledge is very important
but is often totally neglected in the
On-Trade. How can you recommend
something if you do not know what it
is? A car salesman will spend a lot of
time understanding everything about
the product they are selling – this is
how they differentiate their offer from
everyone else – the On-Trade should be
no different. Having a little bit of product
knowledge makes you and your outlet
look more professional in the eyes of
your customers and they will start to
trust your offer.
Ensure you have tried each product,
who has ever refused to try a product
when it has been recommended to them
by a professional bartender? Personal
recommendations can really add to
your customers’ experience. You are
professionals, and by using nuggets of
brand knowledge that professionalism
can really shine. It can also benefit your
business. Knowing what makes a brand

premium and why it may be better than
other brands, is an invaluable tool when
up-selling. Customers like to know
what’s so special about what you are
recommending and why it is going to
cost them more. Learn 2 or 3 facts
about what makes each product special.
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The main opportunities

One of the most important elements of up-selling is reading the
customer and spotting the opportunity. There are a couple of typical
examples of when a customer may be receptive to your advice.
These typically include the following, try and practice offering
advice at each of these stages with different customers. Practice
will make perfect and you will begin to get a feel for the main
opportunities - those moments where a customer could use your
input.

Arriving at the bar
The customer is at the
bar, and beginning to
have a look around.
You could;

— Ask what type of drink they are looking for and
recommend.
— Ask if they have tried a certain new product and suggest
they give it a chance.
— Hand the customer a drinks menu, this helps with their
decision making.

Placing an order
The customer has
asked for a generic
drink. i.e. a ‘rum
and coke’.
You could;

— Suggest they try a rum you stock that you like personally.
— Suggest they try a new rum, which they may enjoy.
— Ask if they would like to try a premium rum, give them
a reason why.
— Ask which type of rum they would like, and suggest one.
— Point them to any promotions you have running which
may interest them.
— And finally, always ask if the drink is a double.

When being seated
Guests joining you
for food have been
seated and are given
the menu.
You could;

— Tell them the food specials of the day.
— Tell them about a dish on the menu that you like and
would recommend.
— Ask them if you can get them any nibbles of the table.
— Find out what kind of wine the customer likes and
recommend one.
— Find out which type of food the customers is planning
on ordering and recommend a complimentary wine.
— Offer customers a small sample, ask them what they
you think. Follow up with ‘Shall I get you a glass?’
— Question a drinks order, ‘is that a large?’, ‘is that a double?’
— Ask a customer if they liked ‘that’ wine, if they have
thought of trying X?
Are your guests looking for a beer or cocktail?
— The same rules apply – find out what kind of drink they like,
or what food they are having and recommend something
suitable. Recommend complimentary or ‘bolt-on’
products that you feel may add to the guest experience.

When walking the floor
A guest has an almost
empty glass.
You could;

— Ask the customer if you can get them another.
— Ask the customer what they thought of the product and
offer a personal opinion, ‘have you tried… I really enjoy it?’
Are you looking to spot the opportunity?
— Are a group of men watching the football?
Ask if you should get them a round.
— Are there people drinking a bottle of fizz?
Ask if they would like another bringing over.
— Is there a group enjoying cocktails?
Ask if they would like a round of today’s special.

Use bolt-ons to generate incremental purchases — When you have taken
a drinks order ask the customer ‘is there anything else?’, or ask a table
if they’re okay and if they would like any bar snacks or nibbles?

Techniques
Reasons always give customers a reason
These reasons can take many forms, for example;

The product has a particular benefit to the customer
Don’t just mention a
feature the product has,
but give them a reason
they should care!
For example;

— Being the best drink in the world is a feature – the
fact that your customer gets to enjoy the best drink
in the world is a benefit.
— A cocktail being fruity is a feature – the fact it will
refresh them on a hot summers day is a benefit.

There is an excuse as to why they should indulge in a premium product.
Sometimes guests put
cost before quality and it’s
worth reminding them they
have a reason not to.

— ‘Want to make that a double?
It is Friday after all’

For example;

— ‘Shall I get you a side of….?
Our other customers really enjoy the two together’

— ‘Shall I get you a full bottle?
It works out cheaper than ordering by the glass’

There is no risk to ordering a new product.
Some customers will
be wary about trying
something new as it may
be a waste if they don’t
like it.
For example you can
overcome this with;

— ‘Shall I get you a sample to try?’
— ‘Would you like to try… it’s so popular, everyone has
loved it’
— ‘We don’t have many of today’s specials left, shall I
put you down for one?’

Questions

Recommendations

You may have noticed that most up-selling
opportunities come from asking questions.
It’s all about being helpful and open to
discussions with customers and is the
easiest way to present up-sell opportunities.

Start the recommendation with a
question where they cannot say yes
or no. So replace ‘would you like to
try…?’ with ‘when was the last time you
tried…?’ Remember! Many customers
will want to know what you think about
the product, so make sure you have tried
it or have something to say about it.

For example, you could ask;
— Can I get you another one?
— Can I get you anything else?
— Would you like…?
— Is that a double…?
— Would you prefer a bottle instead
of the draught?

For example, make
recommendations like so;
— That dish goes amazingly well with
our delicious…
— I’ve just tried our… it’s superb,
you’d love it.
— My recommendation would be…
— If you like… you will really love this!

Finally, the wording you use is important
too, use emotive words when describing
products. For example, ‘it’s good’
becomes ‘it’s wonderful’ and ‘it tastes
nice’ becomes ‘it’s delicious’.
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